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- **Multimedia computing.** The research focuses on the analysis and distribution of digital contents in a distributed environment, on the design, analysis and development of heuristics for the production of audio/video streams temporarily reduced, on the analysis and design of protocols to support video streaming applications, and on the design of mechanisms to improve the effectiveness of video lectures with a special focus on impaired people.
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9. Abstract del progetto di ricerca (max 2000 caratteri, spazi inclusi)
Many educational institutes use video lectures to support distance-learning students and/or alternative teaching methods. However, the naïve use of video lecture layouts and the poor performance of the search&retrieval process might jeopardize the effectiveness of video lectures. Indeed, although the layout of a video lecture directly affects its effectiveness, many video lecture producers use some video editing application default templates to produce video lectures. This is why, in video archives, we find videos with different layouts: just the teacher’s face, or just the slideshow, the blackboard or the classroom. Similarly, the importance of the search&retrieval process is usually underestimated by video lecture producers. Indeed, most processes index videos according to few textual information (e.g., course title, teacher’s name) and return a list of full-length video lectures. Since the requested information is
often covered in few minutes of the video lecture, the process is far from being efficient. Indeed, it is often cumbersome for students to search through an entire video, or across many videos, to find what they are looking for. The problem is exacerbated if students are not familiar with the area, if the topic is very specific, or if they access by means of assistive technologies.

In this project, we propose an innovative video lecture system able to:

1. Generate on-the-fly layouts in order to satisfy any student's preferences;
2. Improve the search&retrieval process by designing ad-hoc video indexing algorithms;
3. Involve students in the production and enrichment of video lecture contents;
4. Help teachers in the process of video lecture production by collecting metadata produced by students when playing a video lecture.

By using up-to-date technologies and by designing novel algorithms and methodologies, students and video lecture providers will likely appreciate the proposed system, as it will improve the effectiveness of video lectures.

10. Stato dell'arte (max 3000 caratteri, spazi inclusi)

In the literature, many researches focused on video lectures: some considered the technological point of view (e.g., network distribution, audio-video coding), some focused on the learning management systems (e.g., Sharable Content Object Reference Model), some on the accessibility of the educational contents (e.g., development of educational contents for ear and/or sight impaired people).

Recently, given the huge amount of videos within video lecture archives, researchers are addressing three important challenges to improve the effectiveness of video lectures [1-5]:

i) find the appropriate video lecture within a large video lecture archive;
ii) provide a general picture of the contents of a video lecture;
iii) find the segment of the video that covers a particular topic.

To meet the first challenge, the most common approach is to use textual metadata (e.g., course title, teacher's name, etc.), but this approach is not very efficient as it is too general to be useful [1]. Approaches that are more recent pose strict constraints on the video lecture layout and use OCR and audio technologies to transform visual and aural data into textual data in order to increase the number of textual metadata associated to a video lecture [2,3].

To meet the second challenge, a summarization of the video contents is necessary. Unfortunately, most of the effective video summarization techniques proposed in literature fail when applied to the video lecture scenario because a video lesson does not contain enough low-level video features differences to produce a useful summary [4].

To meet the third challenge, many systems provide VCR-like controls (play, fast-forward, rewind and pause), but the act of browsing an entire video lecture with simple VCR-like controls is time consuming and not practical [5].

To improve the effectiveness of video lecture systems, we think it is necessary to avoid constraints on the video lecture layout and to improve the performance of the search&retrieval process.
The advances in networking and multimedia technologies have led to the widespread use and availability of digital video lectures. Indeed, many educational institutes use video lectures in the attempt to improve the effectiveness of teaching in and out of classrooms, to support distance-learning students and to support alternative teaching methods. For instance, the so-called “flip-learning” is a different style of education in which students watch video lectures at home before attending the classroom lessons and teachers use the class time for additional learning-based interactive activities. However, it is to note that the achievement of the goals described above is not trivial. Briefly, there are two main problems: i) the naïve use of content layout and ii) the poor performance of the video retrieval process when dealing with large video archives.

The layout of a video lecture is closely linked to its effectiveness. Unfortunately, in most cases the producers of video lectures do not give the right importance to the video layout and use some default video editing application templates to produce video lectures. This leads to problems, as the live classroom scenario is very different from the video-based remote scenario: the performances differ, just as the written language is different from spoken language. The naïve use of layouts and the idea of recording the classroom to improve the effectiveness of teaching in and out of classrooms, to support distance-learning students and to support alternative teaching methods is the first step towards the production of non-effective contents. Unfortunately, video lecture archives are full of lessons recorded with many different layouts. For instance, we can identify four popular layouts, as shown in Figure 1: layout (a) is extremely popular in scientific courses, layout (b) is generally used for distance learning, layout (c) is very common in humanistic courses and layout (d) is the one provided by those educational institutes that simply record classroom lessons and put them in a video lecture archive.
The retrieval of specific video lectures within a large video archive is a fundamental and critical process in a distance learning system and is one of the challenges that need to be addressed by video lecture providers. Currently, most of the systems index video material according to few textual information like course title, teacher’s name and keywords, and the retrieval process provides students with a list of full-length (e.g., 60 or 90 minutes) video lectures. Since the requested information is often covered in few minutes of the video lecture, it is often cumbersome for students to search through an entire video, or across many videos, to find what they are looking for. The problem is exacerbated if students are not familiar with the area, or if the topic is very specific, or if they access by means of assistive technologies, in particular screen readers and screen magnifiers or if they need captions.

**Project’s goals and research methodology**

To address the challenges of the content layout design and of the retrieval of specific video lectures within a large video archive, in this project we aim to:

1. **Design a layout generator mechanism** able to automatically provide the most appropriate layout for the considered scenario. Indeed, Figure 2 shows the general idea: three different streams are recorded for every topic: one stream is produced with cameras pointed at the teacher, one is produced with a screen-recorder, and one is produced with 360-degrees camera that records the scenario. The three streams will be combined according to the student’s request. For instance, while using a small device, a student may prefer having a single stream, whereas while at home he/she may prefer having a combination of streams; or a student may want experience a virtual classroom with VR-enabled devices.

2. **Design of an indexing mechanism** able to find the proper lecture and the proper position inside a video lecture. The idea is to use advanced techniques to understand the contents of a video lectures (e.g., low-level audio and video features analysis like histogram colors, speech recognition, OCR, etc.) and to design indexing and retrieval algorithms to improve the search&retrieval process.
3. **Design an interface with up-to-date technologies** that: i) involves students in the production of additional contents by allowing them to suggest links, to tag, and to rate specific portion of video lectures, and ii) records all the students’ activities (e.g., playout time, VCR actions) to better understand how the lecture is perceived by students.

4. **Automatically produce additional educational contents** by exploiting the information produced with low-level feature analyses. For instance, a smart use of speech recognition technologies allows producing video lecture captions (this may bring benefits to ear-impaired people and/or to foreign students), a combination of aural and visual analyses allows producing educational material (e.g., in PDF and/or EPUB formats) and/or allows producing a wiki version of the lesson contents in order to involve students in the production of educational material.

![Fig. 2. Layout Generator System.](image)

**Expected results**
The design and implementation of the system would bring benefits to both students and teachers. In particular, students may customize video lectures layout according to their preferences and needs. For instance, a student may prefer watching the teacher’s face, whereas another may prefer watching the slideshow. Similarly, one would rather receive a combination of the two streams, whereas another may want to experience a virtual classroom using VR-enabled devices. In addition, there may be technological constraints (e.g., screen size, bandwidth consumption and speed, etc.) that may suggest the use of specific layout. Moreover, students may interact with the system and can have an active role in the learning process. For instance, they may suggest links, tags, and resources and the teacher/system may embed these suggestions into video lectures.
Teachers may improve the produced contents by using the suggestion of the students (e.g., links to external resources, tags like “interesting” or “boring” associated to specific portion of the video), and by exploiting the amount of metadata produced by the system (e.g., number of visualization, unique viewers, playout time, bouncing time, etc.). Furthermore, the system may help teachers in the production of additional contents. For instance, the OCR analysis of the video track combined with the ASR analysis of the audio track may produce a rough transcription of the contents organized in chapters. Although this textual content is far from being a well-written educational material (we recall here that the written language is very different from spoken language), it can be an interesting basis for a social editing of the contents (e.g., the text can be the input of a wiki system, where students can collaborate to produce reasonable and readable educational material). Needless to say, this material can be automatically transformed into PDF or EPUB documents for easier reading. In general, we expect the system to improve the effectiveness of video lectures.

12. Eventuali potenzialità applicative e impatto scientifico e/o tecnologico e/o socio-economico (max 3000 caratteri spazi inclusi)

Potential Application

1. The system will enable innovative and relevant applications in the area of distance learning. It will change the role of students, moving them from passive to active. In this way, they will contribute to the development and enchantment of educational material. We recall here that one of the reasons that drives users to collaborate to the Wikipedia platform is the production and dissemination of information material to raise awareness of people and thus to improve the entire society.

2. The analysis of the students’ behaviors, when dealing with the system, will be crucial to devise appropriate strategies to improve the effectiveness of video lectures. Teachers will have a feedback for their activities: for instance, they can know the subjects that students consider less attractive, less clear, verbose or complex. The novelty is that the feedback will not be based on questionnaire or survey, but on real-data, extracted by system by collecting metadata about the students’ behaviors when they interact with the system.

Scientific impact

1. Novel models and algorithms to improve the effectiveness of video lectures In particular, these algorithms will be based on different sources of information like low-level audio and video features, students’ suggestions and metadata automatically produced by analyzing the students’ behaviors when playing video lectures.

2. The search&retrieval process in video lecture archives is currently a research topic of high interest, given the scope and magnitude of its potential societal consequences. We believe this project represents an important opportunity to advance the knowledge in the field.
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